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Why SCI and the Kentuckiana Chapter?
by

Sherry Maddox

I often hear someone say “ I remember where I was when that happened” . I have said it myself. Think about this;
where were you the last time someone threatened to take your hunting right away? If your answer is “no one has
done that” you are mistaken. The statement may not have been verbalized directly to you, but believe me
someone is thinking about it or trying to do it daily.

There are individuals and groups who have the mindset that all firearms should be banned. "Hunting is nothing
more than the slaughter of innocent animals and no one should harvest an animal, no matter what the reason."
They have the right to feel that way, but the fact of the matter is I believe in our Second Amendment and the right
to control our animal population through ethical and humane means of hunting or fishing.

SCI is the only organization of like kind with a full time presence in Washington D.C. The staff monitors
activities on Capital Hill and become involved in various levels of lobbying and/or legal proceedings as deemed
necessary to protect our hunting rights.

SCI is also involved in numerous education, conservation and humanitarian services programs. On the Outdoor
Channel recently there was a group of nine youth hunters who traveled to South Africa on safari and participated
in the SCI Blue Bag program. Each youth took a blue bag filled with items to include school supplies, personal
hygiene products, shoes and other items and presented them to a village of children. What incredible positive
messaging that is for those young hunters who were willing to take time from their safari to deliver the blue bags.

The Kentuckiana Chapter SCI over the years has contributed to, or created many projects and programs that
benefit the community. Recently focused on youth development, there have been several opportunities for youth
to participate in various outdoors activities and youth hunts. National Archery in the Schools has taken off and
our chapter has contributed sponsorship money to four schools starting programs. I could go on and on about the
benefits of this program.

Most of you are currently SCI and Kentuckiana Chapter members. My message here is two-fold. Use the
information to talk to other hunters and outdoor enthusiast about the benefits of joining SCI and our chapter. The
funds support so many incredible projects and programs. When your membership renewal comes in the mail,
take the time to complete and renew it.

I am challenging each chapter member to recruit one new SCI /chapter member in the next 45 days. Benefits
include receiving the Safari Times and Safari magazine, the award winning chapter newsletter “Kentuckiana
Hunter” , participation in chapter member events, and attending the member only annual SCI Convention, the
largest hunting convention in the world. A potential member may not be a hunter, but if he/she supports hunting
and the outdoor sports, that alone is a great reason to join.
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I am proud to be a hunter,

Sherry Maddox, Membership Chair
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"It's been said that you have not lived at all until you have experienced
the charm, mythical lure and sheer raw excitement of the African Bush"

In one of their native languages the word 'Thaba-Mahaka' means: The Mountain of the Vultures. This
compliments the areas where they hunt. Most of there concessions are situated next to and around the Waterberg
Mountain Range. Within this area you will find a huge variety of habitats from savannah grasslands, forest like
areas, mountainous hillsides, and deep dark valleys with rivers to semi-deserts! You can find the Grey Ghost
(Kudu), Impala, the very dangerous Bushbuck, Warthog and elusive Bushpig, Eland and Waterbuck in these
areas. The magnificently fast &  powerful Leopard is also to be found within these very areas. The list goes on
and on...

Thaba Mahaka, owned and operated by Leon Small is a generous sponsor of the Kentuckiana Chapter. Chapter
member Dr. Rick Pelphrey, son Rick, daughter Katie and friend Kelly Anderegg recently completed their first
African Safari with Thaba Mahaka. Dr. Pelphrey was the lucky winner of the Thaba Mahaka Safari at KYSCI
2008 banquet- fundraiser. Read more about their adventure with Thaba Mahaka in this issue.

To Contact Thaba Mahaka for more information or book a safari call or email:

Leon Small
Owner, Outfitter, Professional Hunter.
Email: hunt@thaba-mahaka.co.za
Telephone: 27 84 603 5793
Fax: 27 86 690 6453
Website: http://www.thaba-mahaka.co.za
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Dr. Rick Pelphrey, Rick, Katie and Friend Kelly Anderegg
(Read more about the Pelphrey's safari with Thaba Mahaka in this issue)
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ADVENTURE HUNT
by

Ivan Schell

Bob Nosler, president of the Nosler, Inc., probably said it best: “When you fly on a float plane over an

hour north of Yellowknife into the tundra of the Northwest Territories, you have embarked on an "Adventure

Hunt."

Nosler, Inc., manufacturers of superb bullets, in conjunction with the NRA (represented on the hunt by

Nicole Capossela of the national headquarters, and Coley Jackson, regional rep) had arranged for a dozen

hunters, including Chapter Members Jim Gladden, Coley, Nicole, and myself, plus Team Nosler (President Bob

Nosler, son John Nosler, CFO Mark Roberts and outside counsel Paul Fortino) and four other hunters from

around the U.S. to enjoy such an adventure. From various parts of the U.S. all of us
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rendezvoused in the Edmonton Airport for a few drinks and

last minute plans before heading to Yellowknife and beyond.

Yellowknife is 947 miles north of Edmonton and sits on the

north shore of Great Slave Lake (which is larger than either

Lakes Erie or Ontario) in the NWT. The town has a rich

history of mining for precious metals and most recently

diamonds. For you History Channel buffs, Yellowknife is

frequently featured on “ Ice Road Truckers” because of their

runs to the diamond mines. The lakes in the NWT are frozen

about 40 weeks per year. Because Yellowknife is as far as

we could go by commercial flights, the hunting party overnighted in Yellowknife’s Chateau Nova, before

boarding a twin turbo prop Otter float plane to caribou camp on Lac de Gras. This lake was much smaller than

Great Slave Lake, but we would all learn to respect the lake before this trip ended.

Our great expectations for the hunt got a dose of reality as the Otter coasted to the dock on Lac de

Gras, only 50 miles from the Arctic Circle. Waiting for the returning trip were the hunters from the week just

ended. Fifteen hunters had taken just one respectable bull and two meat animals. The hunters had suffered warm

temperatures, incessant bug attacks and an empty tundra.

Despite this ominous greeting, we cheerfully met the staff, received

our assignments of hunting partners, tent cabins and Inuit guides. The

remainder of the day was spent sighting in our rifles, learning how to

operate the kerosene stoves in the tent cabins, and converting the tents

into our homes for the coming week. The camp was circled by a high

voltage fence powered by a diesel generator to keep the bears at bay.

All of us were shooting some kind of 7 mm or .30 cal

cartridge topped with Nosler Accubonds or Partitions. Most of us had

never killed a caribou, so this would be new territory for all but the

Nolser team. Prior to sighting in our rifles we spotted a lone white

wolf circling the camp at about 500 yds distance. Because Canada has

the no-shoot on the day of flight rule, we could only drool while our respective wolf tags burned holes in our

pockets.

At 6:30 p.m. we gathered in the dining Quonset hut for an outstanding dinner prepared by the two

camp cooks who never left the camp during the 6-week caribou season. Dinner conversation centered on getting

to know a little about each other and our respective hunting experiences. Interestingly about one-third of the

group had never before hunted outside the U.S.

Twin Otter float plane takes us to
caribou camp on Lac de Gras

Tents at Lac de Gras
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At 7:15 the next morning, opening day of our hunt, each team met its guide at the dock. All of us

were dressed in waterproof gear for protection from the spray, wind, and any rain which could and did appear

unpredictably from time to time.

Our conveyance to the hunting areas consisted of 16-foot aluminum boats with 30 horse engines,

fitted with cushioned seats. With a modest wind and 40 degree temperature, the first day’s boat trip to spot

caribou was not unpleasant. Nicole and I hunted with our guide Dave, veteran of several years of guiding and a

lifetime of hunting. Finally after a ride of 2 ½ hours, Dave spotted antlers of a bedded bull about a half mile up a

modest rise of tundra.

We disembarked after pulling off the rain suits and put on the sneak until we were within 125 yards of

the bull. Sensing something unusual, the bull and three cows rose to their feet. We froze in place. Nicole placed

her Nosler Model 48 in .300WSM on a tripod and slipped a 180 grain Accubond into the bull’s heart and lungs.

The animal staggered but maintained its feet until another Accubond put it on the ground.

Following the ritual photos, Dave set to work

butchering the “bou.” Nicole recorded the process for

posterity and I chambered a round, keeping a sharp eye

out for resident grizzlies. Dave had been charged a couple

of times during the prior two years and saw this as a

necessary precaution.

Unlike the standard procedure for field dressing

whitetails, the Inuits flay the hide off the caribou carcass

and remove the back straps and front and back legs. The legs are then boned so that only the hams, tender loins,

and neck meat is packed out. The skeleton and guts are left for the bears, wolves and birds of prey. Any meat

not to be taken home by hunters was still packed out and distributed to local needy families.

About the time Dave completed his work on Nicole’s animal, two more bulls, bigger than the one on the

ground crested a hill about 600-700 yards out, never to be seen again.

Dave loaded his pack with the meat, Nicole loaded the head and antlers on her pack, and I picked up the

guns for the hike back to the boat.

As luck would have it, after traveling down the lake for

several miles, we spotted Jim and Coley who had already

pulled onto a sandy bank for lunch. Dave drifted our craft

slowly into shore with the caribou prominently displayed in the

bow of the boat. Jim and Coley got the point! We all

Nicole Capossela
and Her First Caribou
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appreciated the great hot soup and sandwich lunches

packed by the camp cooks.

By day’s end a new camp ritual began to emerge. As

each boat came into the camp bay, those already back in camp

would make their way to the beach to see who had succeeded

and how outstanding their trophies were. The first day’s take

yielded 6 nice bulls and a piece of critical information. Two of

the hunters encountered a mass of 2500 animals, clearly

indicating that the migration was underway. The hours of

looking for two, three or ten animals were about to give way to

evaluating hundreds or even thousands of animals.

Spirits soared at dinner as we all shared our expectations for the morrow. Because all the guides knew

where the migration was emerging, I expected some interesting tactics to be employed in an effort to gain an

advantage in the morning. Nicole and I agreed to hit the dock early to gain an advantage. Even Jim, who

dislocated (and relocated) his knee during the first afternoon, was fired up.

The great anticipation of the evening was significantly

dampened the next morning by overcast skies, 30▪ temperature and

40 mph wind. Nicole and I both hit the dining hall at 6:00 am to

facilitate our planned early departure. What we soon came to

appreciate was that high wind brought with it high waves on the

lake. Those little aluminum vessels would rise with the 4-foot waves

and then slam into the trough behind, rise and slam, rise and slam--

for an hour and a half. Frankly we all hung on tightly to avoid being

tossed into the 36 degree water. Even with life jackets, hypothermia would mean the end in short order. But we

survived the harrowing trip out to find a huge herd of animals spread over several acres of rolling tundra on our

left. We slid into shore and ripped off the wet gear, unsheathed the rifles and headed into the hills. It took all of

about 20 minutes to spot a monster bull.

We attempted to cut off the herd a couple of times but succeeded only in reversing their direction. I had

my bull in the scope at least twice, but he was moving fast and was surrounded by cows. Dave devised a new

strategy after surveying the direction of the movement. Off to the left we marched over a steep rock strewn

hillside, down through the marshy tail of a lake and up the next hillside to a pile of boulders to set an ambush.

Hiking across the hilly tundra was quite a challenge. Each step required care as the vegetation hid holes and

rocks. Some steps found solid ground and some sank ankle deep into muck (and you never knew which it

would be).

Nicole Carrying Out
Her Head and Antlers

Great swimmers, Caribou
are safe while in the water
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As if reading the script, the herd began to filter past our hide about 250 yards out. Dave and I discussed

the animals. He saw the bull I had picked out earlier- but of course I didn’ t see the one he saw. I picked out a

beautiful specimen that I assumed Dave was pointing

out, and directed an Accubond to the point of the

caribou’s front shoulder. It went down quickly.

Nicole and I both observed the expiration of “my”

bull. Dave however announced that “my” bull had run over

the hill. Then, the light came on - we were focused on

different animals. We exited the natural rock blind and

headed up the hill after the “ right” bull.

At the top of the ridge we could see Mr. Right walking away from us at about 500 yards. It was too far

for me to take a shot, so Dave agreed to get us closer. At 400 yards Dave announced that this was as good as it

would get. I sat down and draped the Remington 7 mag across my tripod, placing the horizontal cross hairs

along the bull’s back and carefully squeezing. The bullet landed in the “bou’s” liver. He was fatally wounded

but not down. Another shot got him to the ground after a 50 yard stagger. I decided to end it by following the

animal to its resting place and administering the coup de gras.

Now the real work would begin. Dave began the

butchering process on the first bull. I participated in order to test a

knife loaned to me by Kentuckiana SCI sponsor and member Bill

Keeton (See Side Bar). Dave gave me “down the road” about

ruining too much meat with my perfect shoulder shot.

It took three hours to butcher and pack out the animals.

Nicole and I both wore down dramatically by the time the job was

completed. We were both ecstatic to see the hot soup come out for lunch.

After recovering with the healing effects of the hot lunch, Nicole announced that she wanted Dave to

find a great bull close to the shore to fill her last tag.

Amazingly Dave found a fabulous bull munching the red

and yellow ground cover on a hill side across a narrow bay,

within 200 yards of the shore. After beaching the boat, Dave led

Nicole up a short rise through the underbrush to a point 87 yards

from the bull where she

Ivan Schell and His First Caribou

Ivan with "Mr. Right"
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could plant the tripod. The bull and its companions never

saw us. Nicole’s first shot spined the bull and he fell straight to

the ground. Nicole moved in to finish the bull while Dave

retrieved his butchering tools from the boat.

On a distant hill,

at almost the same time

that I had been shooting

my caribou, Jim and

Coley were sorting through hundreds of animals for the biggest and

best they could spot. Within 30 minutes both had filled their tags.

As their guide dressed out the animals, hundreds more

(some even larger) filed past their location. It would take the

guide from 10:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. to butcher and carry out the

four bulls. By the time they passed the Inukshukاء آ , about two

miles from camp, the rest of us had finished dinner.

Our bulls were among 10 total bulls floated up to the

camp’s beach that afternoon.

These added to the first day’s harvest totaled sixteen

bulls on the ground at the end of day two. Only 7 tags

remained. Lots of excited chatter followed the ATV wagon to

the skinning shed. Of the 10 bulls taken on day two,

Kentuckiana SCI members accounted for 7. Each of us had

two tags for caribou, one for wolf, and one for wolverine. Dave

promised to find me a wolverine on a gut pile the next day.

Unfortunately we never saw a wolverine, although Shad

Ketcher, a hunter from Minnesota, took one. Shad and his

guide Sheldon tracked wolves exclusively for the last four days but only succeeded in giving one a haircut. A

number of the rest of us saw wolves, but were never able to connect. Dave had led Nicole and me to a hilltop in

the midst of hundreds of caribou on the move. Also in their midst were a couple of white wolves. Apparently

these were older animals that were forced out of the pack. They did not hunt together and neither could catch

even the youngest caribou calves, regardless of their repeated efforts. Unfortunately, both wolves were out of

range. But the show was better than watching the Discovery Channel. We also observed grizzly bears all over

the gut piles left from earlier caribou kills, but they were not fair game on this hunt. Coley and his guide

Nicole and her Inuit Guide Dave
with her 2nd "bou"

Coley Jackson and Caribou

Jim Gladden and one of his
Central Canada Barren Ground Caribou

Bob Nosler Greeting Jim and Coley
with Their Harvest
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stalked to within 200 yards of a sow with cubs just because they could. Jim switched to fishing, and

succeeded in landing numerous huge lake trout (see photo).

By the end of day five all caribou tags for the

“Deadly Dozen” hunters were filled and volumes of

experiences were shared: tales of tough, long hikes, great

shots, long misses, tasty food, brutal boat rides, huge

caribou racks, elusive wolves, dislocated knees, and the

mesmerizing migration peppered our dinner

conversations. By the time we boarded the float plane

back to Yellowknife, we all felt like we’d been hunting

together for ages. Our dinner on the last night in

Yellowknife found us in a bar sharing pizza, beer, and memories of a great hunting adventure. Shad will never

forget his maniacal ten mile hikes and Hail Mary shots at wolves. Jim will certainly remember his knees and his

gigantic lake trout. Coley will be seeing grizzlies in his sleep; and we all will be reflecting on the magnificence

of the migration.

The comfort of our camp and its friendly staff will leave an enduring smile on all our faces. Check out

the satisfied expressions of the deadly dozen in front of the Lac de Gras Caribou Camp sign showing off their

“bou” racks. These unmatched experiences (along with the flight into the outback) are what made this hunt a

true “adventure hunt.”

I f you would like to try this Adventure, contact:

JOHN ANDRE

SHOSHONE WILDERNESS ADVENTURES

1550 SHALKAHO HIGHWAY, P.O. BOX 520

HAMTILTON, MT. 59840 406-375-8400,

www.shoshonewilderness.com.

اء آ
An Inukshuk is a man shaped pile of rocks that the Inuts used for marking travel routes hundreds of years before
the advent of the GPS.

Bill Keeton’s Knife in Action 1

One of many Lake Trout
and Brown Trout caught in Lac de Gras
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Bill Keeton is a Kentuckiana SCI member and custom knife maker who has supported the Chapter fundraiser
with contributions of his knives for auction. Because I have ordered one of his knives and was eager to see how
his blades would perform in the field, Bill loaned me a 3" dropped point hunter to take on this hunt. The
opportunity to test Bill's work presented itself when my Inuit guide, Dave, began butchering the first of my two
caribou. Collecting and using knives is an aspect of hunting that I thoroughly enjoy, so I have used a number of
different ones. I pitched in on the skinning chores with Bill's knife, which frankly surprised me by its sharpness
and facility for slicing through flesh. Bill is a member of the international Knifemakers' Guild and offers 14
different styles of bench made knives. He will also do custom work per request. My knife will be a custom style
4" hunter to be named Black Gold (1924 Derby winner). Bill names his various knife styles after Kentucky
Derby winners. You owe it to yourself to experience the razor-like utility and beauty of Bill's creations. Check
his work on Bill's website at www.keetoncustomknives.com
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Elk hunt in Colorado
by

Mike Abell

“Hunting elk with stick and string”, man that sounds like an swell idea. An idea
hatched somewhere between Baghdad and Tikrit, sometime in 2006. Elk with a
bow seems pretty manly, not like hunting lions with a hickory stick, but manly
nonetheless.
Here’s the catch, I’m an active duty Soldier, no time and less money.
Eureka! I find a place I could afford. Now I need time off. Got it time off, thanks Brigade
Commander! Now I need a battle buddy, because I don’t want to drive to Colorado and/or
hunt without someone to share it with. Normal hunting battle buddy, my lovely wife Aline
cannot make it, damn! First Sergeant Marshall “Mark” Ware, said he’d go with me!
Now I’m excited, terribly excited, been a long time since I was “kid at Christmas” excited and
by God I am.

We hunt with Jim and Linda Hockenberry near Somerset, CO. staying on their ranch,
the “Lazy H”. We hunt during the first archery season, the last week of August. The ranch is
very small by western standards and average by Kentucky farm standards, but it’s
surrounded on three sides by the Gunnison National Forest. We drove out in a Chevy
Avalanche with plans to put the meat and capes of two bull elk in the bed, cover with ice, and
drive home. That’s all the background, here’s how it goes down…

Two day drive out is easy and in true warrior fashion we decided to sleep for three hours
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at a Kansas rest stop, totally legal, instead of driving straight through (Army Accident
Avoidance and Defensive Drivers Classes must have worked). Mark is a firearms instructor
packing a .45 and I’m a martial arts instructor packing a 3 D-Cell Mag-Light. We could
probably get away with driving through Mogadishu, but that’s another story. We get our over-
the-counter licenses at Wal-Mart the next morning, best $551, I’ve ever spent. We arrive a
little early and Jim greets us on an ATV at the ranch gate and we roll up to his place.

Gorgeous house, tack /elk processing shed, and three little cabins for hunters/ranch
hands. We don’t get out of the truck before Jim says, “Leave your stuff and come with me”.
We go on a short drive to the edge of the ranch get out on foot and scout the Gunnison
National Forest about a mile from his ranch in almost all directions. He shows us multiple
small ponds, wallows, trails, and potential ambush sites. It’s during this reconnaissance that
we first realize Jim’s not actually guiding or really even outfitting us. He’s going to let us hunt
his stands on our own, give us advice, provide room and board, help recover/butcher/cape
the elk, treat us like family, and that’s about it. The hunting part is truly up to us, in fact totally
up to us after this recon.

Mark and I are leaders in the Army, we don’t take well to being bossed around unless
you’re wearing a bunch of rank, so this works awesome for us. Jim is a wise man, with years
of experience and accomplishments to back it up. He has a way of speaking that instantly
lets you know, on a subconscious level that he’s the authority and you should shut up, listen,
and follow orders. Mark and I do just that.

I love the anticipation before a hunt, but always struggle with exactly where and which
set-up to use. So, I let Mark decide and of course he takes the spot I would have taken, a
very small pond about half way down a huge draw with high ground on three sides, well done
Mark. I get the second best spot, but it’s “all good” as my young Soldiers say. We spend the
rest of the day meeting the other hunters, Jim’s wife Linda (who’s also a great cook), Jim’s
son BJ (who’s also a former taxidermist), and the one remaining ranch hand (whose name
escapes me).

Mark and I buy into the advice Jim gives us, “Now elk are not whitetails. I was born in
Pennsylvania and used to be like y’all. A few years back I was a guide, guided elk out here a
long time, mostly on horseback and it was different then. I’m older now and don’t guide
anymore, but you need to understand a few things about elk. If they’re in a good area, good
habitat, food and water and cover, see, they’re not leaving unless they got a reason. We’ve
got a huge basin around the ranch and the elk are all over it, they got everything they need,
they’ll stay if you don’t chase them off. So, don’t run them off (very serious). Pick your spot,
sit down, shut up, don’t call too much or at all. Elk are going to lay up most of the day in the
dark cool timber. When it gets quiet around 10:00am, you’ll know it, even the birds slow
down and get quieter, but when that happens, come back to the ranch, Linda will have
sandwiches laid out, shoot your bow, take a nap, and talk to the other hunters. Go back out
about 3:30pm stay until you cannot see your sight pins anymore and I’ll guarantee you see
elk up close and over half of you get a shot.”

Mark and I listen like our lives depend on it, go back to the little bunk house/cabin we’re
staying in and agree that Jim’s the smartest man we’ve ever met, we will follow his advice to
the fullest.

I get up and eat breakfast and don’t take one of the old trucks to the ranch wire (as
recommended), then walk to the water hole I’ve picked out, it’s only about a mile I’ll walk it.
Walking a mile for me is not much effort, even at 8,000ft, but it takes longer than expected
and I get to the stand about grey morning light to see a bull elk, branched antlers which I
cannot see well enough to judge, and a single cow in the meadow 164 yard away. They don’t
know what I am, but know I’m not a calf or something good, so they keep on moving into the
wood line.

I’m pumped. I sit all morning and have my first visitor, mule deer doe, about three
years old, and second visitor a cinnamon phased black bear, young one. I get down and
walk through the beautiful aspen forest downhill to the ranch the whole way, it seems to take
two minutes, a whole lot different than the walk earlier (it’s downhill this way), which took
about twenty minutes but seemed to take an hour.

At lunch I learn I’m the only one who saw elk or bears, cool. Mid-day prescription,
bologna and cheese sandwich, stories at the ranch house, hammock down by the cabin,
book to read, nap, oh yeah. 3:30pm and I’m rolling back to the stand with a spring in my
step, say a prayer, climb the stand. Nothing major comes to see me and I’m still fired up,
dinner was awesome, camp is fun, day one is over.

Day two starts with Mark making coffee for both of us and a breakfast bar, told Miss
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Linda (Jim’s wife), “Sorry I won’t be at breakfast”. I’m on stand in the total dark now,
watching the world wake up I write a poem in my head called, “My Meadow”, it’s all about the
gorgeous meadow in front of me, but I forget it when another black bear walks in, stays a
while. He is 43 yards downwind and he doesn’t even know I’m there.

My stand is facing due east to account for the terrain, no other way to do it, but the
sun is brutal starting about 8:00am. I climb down go around the water hole to the other side
and hide behind some brush and try not to take a nap. An hour later a cow elk crosses the
meadow above me at a range of 122 yards turns left and walks right behind my stand!
Arggghhhh! Why did I move! Oh yeah, the sun. Well at least I’ve got a good story for the
lunch table. That is until I see the “meat wagon” with Mark riding an elk cowboy style driving
back to the tack shed.

I start running from across the
ranch, a far piece later, I’m standing
shaking Mark’s hand and a beautiful
dark horned 5x5 is laying in the “meat
wagon” (old wooden wagon pulled
behind a big ATV that doesn’t look like
it’d work, but it really does). “Only elk I
saw”, Mark says. Standing over his bull
that is almost perfectly symmetrical and
very dark horned, gorgeous.

Night two, with Mark’s elk fresh
in my mind I’m ready, but it’s the same
story, great wildlife, beautiful view, but
no elk in range. I did get to see a cow
moose and her calf walk across the
meadow this time, awesome. Third
morning, a cow elk and her calf snap a branch coming down the hill behind me at about 80
yards; I take my time standing up, raising my bow, and getting ready. We say, “Slow is
smooth, smooth is fast in the Army.” As I turn to the right she’s standing right there at 19
yards! Are you kidding me! She moved all that way and I didn’t hear any more noise! Did I
really take that long standing and getting in position? Aw, hell she’s trotting away. She’s
stopped in range, range her – 47 yard, easy shot, been practicing out to 65 all year, totally
makeable for me, daggummit! There’s a sapling dead smack in the way! Ok, sit back down,
calm down, thank the Lord for even seeing an animal in range, don’t cry you’re a grown man,
you’ve seen elk every day, good work. Time to go have a sandwich, maybe Linda will give
me a moon pie or something for dessert to cheer me up. That hammock sounds good right
now.

Third evening starts like the others, beautiful. Black bear came in at 19 yards down
wind, didn’t notice me, okay ScentLok may be worth the money. Man he’s a good looking
bear, what’s that movement to my left? Two coyotes! Legal to kill while you haven’t filled your

Mark Ware With His Elk
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“No nobody is hurt, sorry to alarm you for running in (she could see me for a long way
off), but I’ve got elk down, legal bull!”. Linda, “How big?” I declare; “He won’t hang in
Cabelas, but he’ll hang on the wall at my house.”

My bull was only a 4x4, but he was very wide and
heavy, gorgeous. Jim said about three or four years
old. Day Six, Mark and I are driving home with two bulls
in the bed of the Chevy. Six hunters were staying on the
ranch, listening to Jim’s advice, and hunting the
Gunnison on their own. Four killed bulls, one killed a
cow, and the last one had a shot, tried and failed. I’d
say Jim knows elk.

Mike Abell and His 4x4 Colorado Elk
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Chasing the Numbers
by

Fred Hatcher

In the Winter 2008 Issue of the Kentuckiana Hunter Newsletter, I wrote “Caribou Hunting” and “An October
2007 Hunt for Artic Island Caribou and Muskox”. Taking the caribou and Muskox (the fifth of six caribou) also
gave me two additional animals of the North American 29 bringing my total to 25.

I felt confident that I would be able to obtain the North American 29; this being a big achievement for me.
Normally I only book one or two hunts each year, but to boost my odds I booked four hunts in 2008.

The first hunt was for a Coastal Island Black Bear in the spring. This
animal is considered different from the North American Black Bear with
unlike DNA. Never the less, it is very similar and I only noticed the front
shoulders being wider. This hunt took place on Vancouver Island about 70-
80 miles inland from Campbell River. I hunted with North Island Guide and
Outfitters operated by David Fife. There are several outfitters and I believe
most of them have a very high success rate. There were three other hunters
staying in a nice frame home with a local lady making good home cooked
meals. We stayed in a logging town which was practically a ghost town due
to the logging industry being severely depressed. The hunting was done by
driving the old logging roads, glassing the logged over areas and the grassy
slopes. I took a nice 6’2” bear on the fifth day of a six day hunt at about
eight yards.

I choose outfitters for my hunts by meeting them at conventions,
referrals from other outfitters, fellow hunting friends, and advertisements. I
like to talk to them either in person or by phone. In an outfitter, I am
looking for someone I feel I can get along with, how hard they hunt, their
success rate, what their hunting area is like and the amount of game
available. Then I try to read between the lines.

In early August 2008, I was off to southern California for a Tule Elk. There are not a lot of opportunities to
hunt Tule Elk, so I contacted Cabella’s to see if they could suggest an outfitter. Within three months, I had a hunt
arranged with Western Wildlife Adventures. Most of these hunts are set on a larger ranch which receives one or two
permits a year and leases them to the outfitters. After flying into San Luis Obisco, I was picked up by the guide and
we drove 60-70 miles. We decided to drive out to the ranch where we were going to hunt and see if there was any
activity. The area was fairly arid with miles and miles of grain fields. The elk moved back and forth on the ranches
depending on the feed and hunting pressures. Our hunting area had water which provides favorable conditions. We
glassed the area from about a mile away and saw 60-80 elk. After seeing the herd of elk, I hoped they would still be

Coastal Island Black Bear
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there the next morning on opening day.

The next morning we got to the ranch well before daylight. The elk were
still there with two or three other small herds moving in the area. The elk were
fighting for dominance and chasing the cows. It was quite a sight! There were
three good bulls worth taking. We stalked the elk for one half mile, crawling and
sliding on our stomachs until we were in range. I picked the bull I liked best and
waited till he moved into position. The elk were moving back and forth between
each other. Finally, I had a clear shot at 265 yards and I had my elk! He scored
around 265, and I had my 27th of the North American 29.

As I said before, I usually only take one or two hunts a year. But this
year was different. I only needed two more animals until I reached the magical
“29” . So at the end of August, I went to British Columbia with Scoop Lake
Outfitters seeking a Grizzly Bear and a Western Moose. I really wanted the
Grizzly with the moose being a secondary goal. This was a big mistake because I
came away empty handed. If I had concentrated on the moose, I probably would
have been able to take one. I did manage to kill a wolf.

I had to fly in from Watson Lake to the main camp on Scoop Lake. Then, we flew out to a cabin on a smaller
lake. This area was beautiful mountain country with lakes and rivers interspersed. The scenery was absolutely
awesome.

Unable to quit, I flew off to Newfoundland in October to hunt Woodland Caribou with Mount Peyton
Outfitters. The Fish and Game Department had cut the number of tags by 40% due to the decline in the caribou
herds. The Woodland Caribou are smaller in size and carry less impressive racks than the other five species of
caribou.

I flew into Gander, Newfoundland and drove to a lodge in the back country. We drove on quads down the
logging and fire roads back into the bogs. Then, we were forced to hike and glass the rest of the way. Hiking in the
bogs is not a lot of fun. We would take one step and sink down to our ankles. I felt like I had done five miles after
having traveled only one half mile.

On the second day, I managed to take a “shooter” . It was a descent caribou, but not the “monster” I always
hoped for. I had just taken the 28th of the North American 29 and added the last of the caribou species to my
collection.

In February of 2009, my wife Nancy and I took a vacation to New Zealand and toured the South Island. It
was a very beautiful place with scenery varying from glaciers, fjords, mountains and cliffs. And the wine was
excellent! South Island is home to five million sheep and one million people.

We had purchased a three day hunt with Mike and
DebbieWilks of South Pacific Safaris at our annual SCI
Chapter banquet. On this hunt, I took a high silver metal
stag and a very nice fallow deer. While it was a great time
these did not help my pursuit of the 29!

In the first part of September 2009, the pursuit of
the 29 continued. I was off to Northern California to hunt
Roosevelt Elk. This hunt was booked with MUMs four
years prior. The hunt was on a 7,200 acre Stover Ranch in
the mountains of Northern California, amongst the
magnificent redwoods, in the Pacific Rainforest. I flew
into Eureka, California were the guide/owner picked me
up. We drove to our cabin arriving at about 2:30am.

The cabin was set on a high knob overlooking a
deep valley and the parallel mountain ridge. The cabin was very primitive with no electricity. However, there was
propane for the cook stove, hot water for the shower, wood stove for heat, and lanterns for the evenings. The water
was piped in from a spring higher on the knob.

The first morning we were up a little late. We drove further up the mountain for a better vantage point. Very
soon after arriving, we spotted through the scope, a very good size bull ½ to ¾ miles away. We immediately moved
down the back side of the ridge staying out of sight and down wind. When we reached the area where we had

Tule Elk

Fred with his Fallow taken
with South Pacific Safaris
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spotted him, he was no longer there. We hiked further down the ridge and spotted the bull standing next to
the heavy timber. The bull stood facing us at 110 yards. I decided to wait until he turned to get a good side body
shot. This was a big mistake. When he turned, he took off running. I fired as he disappeared into the timber. I told
the guide I thought I had missed and shot below him. The guide said he didn’ t see the elk hump up or hear the bullet
hit. We walked down to where we had last seen the elk to check for blood. Just then, we heard some movement. It
sounded like it might be a herd of elk the bull may have run towards. We waited quietly, trying to assess the
situation. We soon heard more movement and the sound of branches breaking. It then fell silent again. We both
wondered if he was there or if the sound was of something else.

We decided to move in a little closer. We soon found the bull lying
there. The sound had been his antlers hitting a branch above him. I had
made a good shot through the rib cage, lung and heart. He was a very
pretty animal. His coat was perfect. The rut had not yet started; he had no
rub marks, and had not wallowed in the mud.

I did not see any more elk over the next three days but I wasn’ t
disappointed because I had my bull. The Stover Ranch gets two elk
permits a year. The next hunter also got an elk down in the draws. That
seem to be where the elk were staying.

The Roosevelt Elk is the largest of the three elk. To me, this elk
was huge. According to the guide, it was 7 x 7, with a SCI rough score of
333 and Boone and Crocket score of 316. This was quite a befitting trophy
to finish my “North American 29” !

But hopefully my numbers will continue as I have a trip scheduled
for British Columbia October 1-7th for a Shiras Moose hunt!

Roosevelt Elk
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Alberta Mule deer; An Adventure and “Another story”
by

Mike Ohlmann

I  have spent countless very enjoyable hours, riding the endless waves of numerous oceans in search of big bill fish,
which for the most part, equates to days upon days of casual story swapping of past quests and accomplishments and
also of “experience” (which is the positive way of addressing everything from less fruitful adventures to down right
disasters!) All the while the story teller and the audience, captain, mate and fellow sportsmen are strenuously on the
lookout for even the smallest anomaly anywhere on the 360 field of view from very close in, all the way to the
horizon. A fin, a bill, a break in the waves, a bird circling or diving, a floating mass, a shadow or shimmer,
essentially any indication that game might be present. Each real or false signal needs to be scrutinized quickly as it
appears or passes by the moving vessel as the captain navigates from one innocuous destination to another. The real
trick is to do this ever so intensely and yet to appear nonchalant, to keep the nerves and brain scanning like an NSA
computer on an Arabic chat room link while making small talk and emanating the body language of a veteran poker
player.

This is in fact; very high stakes!” It is one more of those precious and limited number of days each sportsman is
allotted in life. And the question on everyone’s mind is; “will this one, net a story or just “experience”?

So focus; distance covered is our friend and time wasted our enemy and confidence is the glue that holds things
together. A worried captain or disenchanted crew member will get “off their game.” Repeatedly examining nothing,
pointed out by an over exuberant and under experienced clients can have similar unnerving effects. The dilemma is;
missing a single sign will net the same results as not arriving at the right spot in time to see what ever it is that might
occur! Every successful big water fisherman like so many entrepreneurial millionaires know it is a perfect
combination of timing and location that nets success and also that to put oneself at that precise apex is still 90% luck!
And that the major skill factor is; "to recognize the minute signs that it is about to occur.

Memories of these nautical safaris came to mind as Rick Davis and I cruised the oceans of grain this past month in
Northern Alberta’s Peace River Region or simply "The Peace", as it is often locally known. This vast area
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encompasses much of northwestern Alberta and northeastern British Columbia. It has no fixed boundaries but covers
an area of approximately 100,000 miles² to 150,000 miles² and is the worlds 2nd largest forage and grain production
area. The rolling hills are as repetitious as those on any ocean and the shimmering wheat, canola and other grains are
every bit as mesmerizing.

Launching from our port town, Spirit River, we tacked south, then west, then south and back to the east, to the
variouswaypoints fixed in the mind of our captain. The tasks at hand were strangely familiar. Search out anything
different, a single antler tine or fork protruding somewhere in a full section of wheat, or determine if a dark spot is a
profile of a deer’s head 1500 yards away or simply a thistle bush at 800 yards. The vastness boggles even the best
depth perceptive mind; fields large enough that a mature moose is easily mistaken for a deer if the shadows obscure
the shiny dark coat, sections of grain vast enough that something moving, or an anomaly of pattern along a far side
wood line may prove to be a herd of elk when examined with the aid of 15 x 50 bino’s.

Our quarry this voyage was mule deer, our vessel; an F250 ford 4 x 4 and our captain, the able bodied and heavily
experienced Blake Shmyr, owner of Big Tine Outfitters. It didn’ t take Rick and me too long to calibrate our eyes and
minds to the task, and it seemed that Blake had already memorized many of the notable irregularities so we wasted
little time reexamining suspicious brush, well heads, fence posts and etc. as we combed the agricultural seas each
morning.

Blake and his assistant and brother, Cordell had sailed about these prairies almost daily all summer and regularly for
many seasons. One quickly got the sense that they could have navigated to any specific point blindfolded simply by
heading, speed and time much the same way sea captains reached fertile grounds for centuries before GPS. Thus they
also had a pretty good idea where numerous big bucks had each spent their summer, fattening and growing huge
racks on the nutritious and plentiful grain.

This particular growing season had been spectacular! Canola crops were already 30% taller and thicker than usual
and still green and growing this late into the normally short northern season. The deer could not have possibly eaten
all of a normal crop but now they too benefitted unknowingly from the additional concealment. It seems that most
years, mulies standing boldly in the belly high grain, more or less secure simply by the vastness. They bed in the
same, feeling secure because their eyes are hidden, while their sizable crowns still shine brightly above the green or
golden waves. This season, bedded bucks were completely hidden and the normal harvest of their cover was running
several weeks behind.

Luck for farmers and deer is not necessarily parity for hunters or guides and our captain was aware of the heavy seas
we faced. Yet confidence and enthusiasm was there. Rick had hunted with Blake the previous year and vouched for
his skill, and it was obvious that he and Cordell were totally consumed with a passion for hunting big deer. And yet
the lingering question on everyone’s mind as we cruised along trading tales was. Would this voyage yield a story or
become an experience?

There is another part of this dance as it were, that occurs between Captain or Guide and sportman/client. That is the
developing a personal understanding and hopefully establishing a confidence level on the other end of the stick! In
tough waters this becomes even more important. I am certain that every pro agonizes over some variation of the
questions. “ If we do get this one rise or this one shot, will this guy be able to pull it off?” and “when do I need to start
lowering our expectations vs. keeping our spirits high?” All the while many experienced clients are struggling with
versions of. “This guy doesn’ t know me from Adam” and “how do I tell him, just get me in range and we are good,
without sounding like the same bravado that the last high roller that blew a chip shot on a monster still ringing in his
ears?”

This is probably the principal reason for passing the time with both hunter and guide relating “stories” and adding in
enough “experiences” to hopefully keep everyone’s sights glued on high expectations and high outcome or at least
those realistic to the circumstances!

It was somewhere about day three that Rick, Blake and I had each talked thru volumes and had even gotten to the
point where a bit of silence was not a bad omen. And now the mid day temperature which normally averaged 65 had
hit the mid 90’s so the conversations switched to a new level; commiseration!

And it was at this moment in the middle of… I forget exactly who’s; worst client or worst guide experience that I
glanced a seemingly decent muley, practically in my face at about 75 yards off the road, as we whisked by. In the
instant it took to relate the sighting we were past. Eye contact and our slowing much less stopping or backing up was
more than the buck would stand for and he moseyed off into thicker cover as we determined from a distance that he
was actually a very nice buck! In spite of the heat and the “blown opportunity” a level of enthusiasm and confidence
was restored by the sighting and renewal of the creed and reality that “ things can and will turn around in a moment so
stay ready and stay positive!” was renewed and as such we cruised on!

The larger picture or object to this cruising is to locate a shootable buck, either bedded in a location where he or his
rack is visible or standing or moving and wait for him to bed down, then hopefully I plan a stalk according to his
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location, the wind, other bedded deer etc. execute that stalk, and hopefully get a shot as he stands or departs.

Did I mention to this point that this was archery season and Rick and I had versions of the stick and string weapons
that kept the people of the First Nation fed but lean until Winchester improved their dietary supply. Rick was
shooting a Mathews compound bow and I an Excalibur crossbow. We had both been practicing extensively out to 60
yards and felt “very comfortable” with anything inside 50 yards. Equipment aside, the real challenges included;
extremely vast fields with no land marks, deer bedded within but often totally out of site, possibly other deer bedded
we were unaware of and probably our bumping them in route, dry crops, hot, dry, calm weather (moisture softens
leaves and dirt and winds rustle crops thus hiding sounds and blowing away scent and sound), bucks still in bachelor
groups and crops tall enough that should one get within range of a shooter and he stands at a proper shooting angle it
is dubious that his vitals will be visible or at least at the level that one can lob an arrow over the crops and insert it
precisely into the chest cavity.

Since this regimen is primarily an early morning exercise and once the bucks bed up for the day if no shooters have
been located, midday naps. Evening stand hunting around waterholes and wood lines for whitetails fill the balance of
the days. While hunters are on stands the guides are still cruising hoping to spot shootable bucks in the evening
movement for good starting points for the following morning. With the weather as hot as it was the evening whitetail
movement went to sometime well past dark thirty so stand hunting was quite unproductive. Rick opted out of the
stand for the PM on day 3 and decided to stake out a huge canola field that a good buck was reported to be living in
with hopes he’d show himself early enough for an afternoon stalk.

While still hunting along the edge he bumped a doe that in
turn passed close enough to the bedded buck to cause him to
stand up and check things out. Seeing the massive antlers rise
up out of the sea of green like the masts of a ship coming out
of the depths Rick ducked down and watched. As the buck
decided things were OK and eventually bedded again Rick
summoned Blake by cell phone, they met and determined
their approach. This field had a good roll to the terrain and as
they carefully made their way to within range they used a
small knoll to help conceal their approach. While not exactly
sure of the buck’s precise location they worked into what
they felt was his bedroom cautiously. Mr. Big again rose out
of the depths at 45 yards and presented a 195” plus rack, over
a huge set of ears and big brown eyes all focused on the
intruder. Even though he was perfectly broadside and

skylined slightly up hill only a few inches of his back were exposed and Rick knew there was no way he could push
an arrow thru bushels and bushels of thick canola vine and beans with any hopes of having energy or accuracy
enough to be an acceptable shot. So as the bow was let down Blake snapped a photo on his cell phone and they
watched the big guy wade out of sight.

It was several more days of trolling the fruited plains, glassing a good number of does, smaller 140 - 160” bucks,
good numbers of moose elk and coyotes before we chanced upon 4 very interesting bucks up feeding late one
morning. They were paired up and only a few hundred yards apart and many hundred yards off the road and causal.
We watched and assessed them for quite a while. Blake estimated the two larger 5 x 5’s to be in the mid 170’s, one
having deep rear forks and the other deep fronts. Both were very respectable and given little chance that the weather
would break, the crops being significantly reduced I was happy to at least try for a “closer look” . Code word for if the
stalk doesn’ t go well we can feel better about things!

We set a plan whereby we would let the buck’s bed down and then wait for it to get good and hot, and for them to get
very settled before Cordell and I would attempt a stalk. Rick would in the mean time move out to the leading edge of
a small windbreak from the opposite end of the field in hopes that any of the 3 or possibly 4 exiting bucks would pass
within range of him at the culmination of my stalk. As the mercury moved up above the 90 mark, we set out. Cordell
and I made our way southward along the east end of the field and Rick had worked around to the western side, then
south and then back east to a somewhat adjacent point along the thin island wind break.

Captain Blake moved the vehicle off the road to prevent other hunters from discovering “our” bucks, to look for yet
other bucks should we not succeed and/or to be able to quickly fetch the 4x4 should lady luck smile upon us. All
bases covered!

Cordell a young and very fit hockey player showed signs of fatigue as he stooped and carefully parted the tall tangled
canola and we quietly made our way deeper into the rolling green abyss. As we topped one and then the next hillock
we could momentarily see Rick and other landmarks which aided in determining our location in perspective to where
we thought the bucks should be. Pausing on a small knoll, to wipe our brows and wash a bit of the agricultural dust
from our throats we assessed that we had to be getting close. Certain parts of these fields seemed to get less sun or
moisture and the thinner shorter crops afforded much more movement with much less noise and effort. As we side
slipped off of our swale through just such a place I caught a glimpse of a velvet covered tine, and then the full fork

Cell Phone Picture of the Buck Rick Let Go.
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clearly defined enough to be within range. Cordell attempted to laser the range but got multiple responses from the
grain waiving in the light breeze.

After checking gear and our arranged signals and since the antler seemed to be nodding rhythmically for and aft vs
pivoting wildly about and still not certain which of the 2 bucks we were seeing we decided to move a little closer.
Our plan had been to creep up on the 2 bucks closest to our northeast corner of the field as this group had what
seemed like the more interesting of the two 5 x 5’s and would leave the other 2 bucks between Rick and us. There
was no way of knowing which of the 2 bucks were bedded where so I had asked Cordell to simply announce right or
left, or front or back should both bucks rise at once and then call out the yardage so I could concentrate on sights and
chest cavities instead of counting points.

We had closed an additional 10 yards and the rack was becoming more animated but not much more visible. Cordell
leading, breaking the cover and trying to stay out of the way of the cocked bow and my line of sight, paused. We
both knew if we got too close we could bump or get up wind of the other buck and that alarmed deer are much more
apt to launch out of their beds with all 4 legs thrashing grain and presenting less chance of a shot. As we pondered
our next step or possibly our not taking a next step, lady luck tickled the ear of buck number 2 and caused him to
raise and shake his head. He was forward and off to the right of number 2. I took 2 steps to get parallel with Cordell
as the tickle seemed to set off a chain of events. The back buck slowly raised his head and revealed double forks on
both sides Cordell reported off 47 yards and I shouldered my crossbow as he rose up from his bed and envisioned a
beating heart within his massive chest cavity as I anchored my 50 yard pin. Cordell called out “42 yards” . I dropped a
half notch and fired as the bucks head turned away from us and towards his hopes for a tomorrow.

The unmistakable “kerplunk or kersplat” sound hitting a ripe watermelon gave me
confidence as the buck bounded over and over across the canola like a strong lab
taking command of the surf. By now the 2nd buck was up and both rumps coming
completely out of the green sea, splashing down and then rising again with a
heading directly towards Rick. As it played out in slow frame by frame slow motion,
my buck faltered, keeled over, splashed down and sank out of sight 50 yards from
where he had stood.

His partner came in and out of view as we high fived still on a heading directly on
course with the little island of trees. Though it was distant and somewhat obscured
by the grain it seemed that he suddenly changed course and then as suddenly
reversed and headed back towards the island again. We moved up to the large hole
in the grain where my buck lay massively but peacefully. From this new vantage
point we could see Rick moving towards us and searching about. We went to his aid
as it now seemed likely he had taken a shot.

Rick’s buck had come into view as he bound across the field and finally to within 25 yards of him. Ready and
recognizing the apex of time and space he launched his arrow. We found heavy blood shortly after determining
where the trail in the disturbed crops had reversed course. We found ½ an arrow where the buck had stumbled and
tangled in a particularly tall and heavy patch. The trail reversed again and lined out towards the trees but the blood
trail trickled and played out just after leaving the heavy field cover and entering into the long narrow patch of woods.

Not wanting to push a wounded deer we returned to my buck and attempted to drag him through chest high crops and
across the field to an outer edge where Blake would meet us with the 4 wheeler. 50 yards was all it took for me to
dictate, in spite of the young and more tenacious Cordell’ s insistence that “ it made for better photos”, that this buck
would not pose in tact. The field dressed buck was still to massive to drag, stumble and fall forward with more than
40 or 50 yards before stopping for a rest. We were drenched with sweat and on our 4th or 5th rest when we finally
heard the 4 wheeler moving along the tree lined edge. Seeing Blake and his holding up a case of water gave us the
fortitude to make one last surge and we broke out into a thin weedy spot deemed close enough.

We made quick work of the case of water and loading
the buck into the back of the Rhino. Blake headed off
with him and a promise to bring back more water. With
plenty of time having passed we took up the trail and
quickly found Rick’s buck at the far end of the wood
line. The shot was good but this buck having
demonstrated the power and tenacity of these bruins he
had gone another 200 yards after finally getting out of
the formidable canola vine and been able to walk
instead of bound over or bulldoze thru.

With the 4th man, rehydration and the aid of a heavy
branch thru the hind legs we were able to get Ricks
buck across the field and to the Rhino without any

Mike and His Mule Deer
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cardiac arrests. In fact by the time we had both bucks in
an adjacent field set up for photos we had masked much
of the stain thanks in a large part to the refreshment that
comes from the lifting of that ominous weight one
carries in pursuit of another story vs. more
“experience” !

Should you wish to go, contact;
Blake Shmyr
Big Tine Adventures, 780-864-2989 cell; 780864-0250
e-mail; bshmyr19@hotmail.com

Rick Davis and His Albert Mule Deer
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KYSCI Chapter Fundraiser Committee
Needs Your Help

You read in the summer issue of the newsletter a plea for help with the fundraiser. The 2010 event is scheduled for
March 6, 2010 at the Holiday Inn Hurstbourne, Louisville, KY. I continue to ask you the reader to help the chapter
with this event.

Here is how you can help:

 Mark your calendar now and plan to attend.

 Contact an outfitter you have hunted with and discuss their interest in donating a hunt to the live auction. If the
outfitter has an interest, ask them to put on paper what they are willing to donate. The live auction committee will
follow up with the individual or outfitter.

 Assist with procuring items for the silent auction table. Items do not have to be hunting in nature. Jewelry,
clothing, tools have been donated in the past.

 Recruit interested individuals to attend. An attendee does not have to be an SCI/chapter member to attend.
There are hundreds of hunters in the community who are not SCI members, but may have an interest in attending the
fundraiser.

If you have suggestions, donations or other ideas to make the 2010 event the best yet, please contact Sherry Maddox
at 502-253-9679 or Tom Hebert at 502-419-6767.
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2010 Chapter Fundraiser

Saturday, March 6, 2010
Silent Auction and Raffles– 5:30 pm

Dinner - 7:00 pm
Live Auction – 8:00 pm

\\

All Proceeds from the fundraiser will support programs that include:

*  KY Hunters for the Hungry * Sensory Safari for Non-Sighted Children

* Archery in the Schools *  Boy Scouts of America

* Youth Hunter Safety Training * Youth Outdoor and Hunt Experiences

Kentuckiana Chapter SCI also sponsors many other worthy conservation, education and outdoor
recreation programs for Youth, Adults, and Active Military Families.

Tickets are $60.00 per person purchased in advance

Call Sherry Maddox at 502-253-9679 or Tom Hebert 502-419-6767

Special rates for corporate tables of eight are also available.
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Our First African Adventure with
Thaba Mahaka

by
Rick Pelphrey
Katie Pelphrey

Dr. Pelphrey's fine 16' Limpopo Bushbuck
(Lt. to Rt. Kelly Anderegg, daughter Katie, Dr. Rick and son Rick.)

I  want to thank Jim Gladden for all the insight and words of
wisdom not to mention the many ways he aided me in
helping bring about this wonderful African adventure. I also
want to thank all the kind, helpful people I have met at SCI,
the organization that really helped to make my dream a
reality.

The children and I really had no idea what to expect my
daughter Katie and her friend Kelly Anderegg joined my son
Rick and we were off to the dark continent.

The accommodations were first class as well as the meals.
The hunting camps as they like to call them were more like
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first class hunting lodges in the states along with a chef that
was both talented and adept at preparing all types of wild
game.

Leon Small (Owner, Outfitter, Professional Hunter) was both
qualified and attentive to my every hunting desire and was
amazingly accurate at judging trophies on the hoof. I noticed
very quickly he was only interested in mature animals that he
would hang on his own wall.

The
trophies
taken
on
this
hunt
were
a Bushbuck by my Son Rick, slightly over 14 inches, a 35
inch Gemsbok Bull by my daughter Katie as well as the
several animals I was fortunate enough to harvest. My
Kudu was a 52" by 51", nice and wide. Leon was very
patient as I passed a 53 or 54 incher that was more narrow
than I envisioned on my wall . I also took a gold medal
Wildebeest as well as a 28 and a half inch Nyala. The 2
wart hogs both had teeth of over 10 inches. The Eland was

a grand old warrior with a great tuft and a heavy dew lap. The impala was 23 or 24 inches, very heavy and I was
proud to take him. The bushbuck I took was almost 17 inches and was probably the largest of the over 40 rams we
saw he just paused in the wrong place and the wrong time for him but a perfect presentation for me. I also shot a
nice Gemsbok cow of around 35 or 36 inches to round out the 8 species I brought back to the states.

As a life long hunter the entire trip especially sharing the adventure with my children was all I hoped my first Safari
to be and more. I highly recommend to anyone considering an African safari that hasn't been to go ahead and give it
a shot you won't regret it that's for sure. Should you choose Leon at Thaba Mahaka the service will be first rate and
the tracker Norman amazing. I will close in saying I kept a journal every day and would be happy to allow any one
interested to peruse its content.

Doc with his 52 inch Kudu

Rick's Eland "A Grand Old Warrior"
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My African Experience
by Katie Pelphrey

My trip to Africa this summer is one that I will never forget. Being a 17
year old girl, that attends an all girls catholic highschool, one can
imagine I'm not the type of girl to pick up a rifle and go out hunting. Yet
somehow, with the help of our very knowledgable guide Leon, I
managed to shoot myself a prize Gemsbok. While in Africa I saw one of
my favorite animals, Giraffes, every day while out in the bush. I also saw
several species I had never even heard of or seen before. The animals I
saw looked like ones you could make up on a video game, the experience
was unreal. I also
was able to see
Rhinos, in the
wild, so close that

they could easily attack the truck bed I was sitting in.
Slightly unsettling, but something exciting I know several
people will never get the chance to experience.

One of my favorite parts of the trip was definitely the food,
every meal was excellent and always left my family and I
feeling satisfied. I was also impressed by the hospitality and
the fact that everyone I met on the trip was very friendly and
approachable. They were always trying to make sure our
needs were met and that we were one hundred percent
satified with every aspect of our trip. I feel lucky that I have
been granted this once in a life time opportunity and the
memories I created during my trip will stay with me forever.

Katie Pelphrey and Kelly Anderegg
"Armed and Dangerous"

Katie's Bull recovered after she was
on her way back to the States

"She certainly made a nice clean
shot and I was very proud" Said Her Father

"The Animals harvested here were taken with respect and appreciation in a management program that helps maintain
one of Africa's great resources" --Dr. Rick Pelphrey
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2009 Youth Hunting Season

Tyler Tingle's first deer taken during
the 2009 youth season in Shelby
county while hunting with KYSCI
Apprentice Instructor Tim Holland.
Tyler was shooting a 243 similar to
the one he trained with in this
summers KYSCI youth training
program.

Tyler Tingle and his First Deer

Though Brooke has taken several deer
since graduating from our youth apprentice
program; this is biggest and the first one
she has taken with her granddad's old 270
BAR which is hers now! Dad, Rick was
unsure of letting her take a 276 yard shot
after she reminded him that " this is why
we practice shooting!" the point and shot
were both taken. And the confident young
lady shoots as well as she debates!Brook's Deer

10 year old Derrick Downing
reports;
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Last year in the fall while hunting
with my Dad in Trimble County
KY, I killed my first buck. It was a
beautiful 6 pointer. When that
buck walked into my view I could
hardly stay still. It came to about
40 yards broadside from me and I
put a heart shot on it and BOOM!
it dropped in it's tracks. I love to
hunt and fish and can't wait to kill
a deer this year. I love the SCI youth program, I've been two years in a row.
Thanks for helping me learn more about hunting and hunter's safety.

Derrick Downing and His Nice 6pter is His First Buck.
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AN UNUSUAL YOUTH SEASON DEER
Submitted by

Matthew Edwards

Kentucky holds a Whitetail Deer Season just for youth hunters under sixteen years old every year.
This year the season was October 10 and 11.

The morning of the 10th was drizzling and everything was soaking wet, after several days of
persistent rain.

Fortunately, we have a stand on the farm that allows us to hunt out of the weather.

The woods behind the stand isMammoth Cave National park.

We arrived at the stand and with a few minutes of propane heat, everything was comfortable as the
wait for daylight and the hope of seeing a Deer consumed the morning.

We saw eight Deer in the morning, and 17 coming from the Park onto the farm the first evening,
but they were too far for me to try a shot.

I learned in the Apprentice Hunter Program not to take a shot we are not sure of. Although I fired a
lot of rounds at Prairie Dogs earlier this year in South Dakota at much further distances, it is harder
on Deer, who almost never stop moving, so we determined I could only take shots to about 80
yards, and we marked how far that was with the range finder when no Deer were around.

Sunday morning was calm, dry, and a perfect day for Deer. We saw four other Deer, and in just the
place that Dad had me practice, a Deer with one spike and a small clump of spikes walked out. Dad
checked it out with the binoculars, and told me it was still in velvet and something must be wrong
with it, and I could take it if I wanted. We usually do not shoot our small bucks, we want them to
have a chance to be big bucks, but this one needed to be removed, and I wanted to get a Deer, so I
set the Sako .243 across a chair for a rest. Because of the sharp downward angle, I decided to use
the “pop the balloon” method we learned on the Lasershot simulator, and carefully squeezed the
trigger.

The Deer ran about sixty yards, and fell. The 100 grain Nosler Partition bullet had done a great job,
with a large exit hole. It turned out the top half of the heart and most of the lungs were destroyed.
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When we looked at the Deer, Dad showed me it was a Doe!

This was the first time any of us had
ever seen a Doe with a rack, and it is the
only one to be taken on the farm. It
weighted 127 pounds, it had plenty of
fat, and seemed to be in good health, it
just had an overly large head.

When I got home, I learned that male
deer typically have three testosterone
surges per year: The first testosterone
surge causes their antlers to start
growing. The second causes the velvet to
start to peel, and the third causes the
antlers to fall off in late winter. It is
entirely possible for does to have a
testosterone surge. There are various
causes that biologists have found for this
surge: One reason is they may have a tumor, another is that the doe may have a hormone imbalance
due to something that went wrong during her first pregnancy. Typically, a fully-functional female
deer cannot have that second testosterone surge. If a reproductively functional doe has antlers, they
will almost always be in velvet.

This condition is almost always associated with older does. Dad showed me that this Doe’s teeth
were worn almost completely away.

Some researchers estimate this to occur in only one doe in every 1,000 to 5,000, a very small
percentage!

This was a very interesting addition to a fun and exciting Deer Season.

Matthew Edwards and his Antlered Doe
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